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Reserve releases explained

Reserves are how carriers accrue for losses. These accrual amounts 
are held in the year in which the accident occurred. For example, if 
an employee is injured on the job and files a workers’ compensation 
claim, it is possible that medical expenses will continue to be paid 
for years after the accident occurred. It is important that insurance 
companies account for possible future payments by setting aside 
reserves that are earmarked to pay for these costs.

As time progresses, carriers get a more accurate picture of what 
these costs will be, which results in carriers adjusting their reserves. 
Reserve releases have a positive impact on the balance sheet of the 
year in which the money is released, so if there are a lot of reserve 
releases in a particular year, they can offset otherwise negative 
financial results.

Reserve release impact, 2016-2018

If we remove the impact of reserve releases, we see a different 
picture of the P&C industry that helps reconcile why much of the 
market is firming. In 2017 and 2018, there were approximately 
$9 billion in commercial line reserve releases each year. 

The best way to assess the impact is to look at combined ratios and 
how reserve releases impact them. For background, a combined 
ratio more than 100% indicates an underwriting loss. However, to 
achieve target returns on capital, most carriers aim for combined 
ratios in the low- to mid- 90s. Their target depends on their product 
mix as well as interest rates, which remain historically low.

At first glance, the 2018 financial 
results for the property and 

casualty (P&C) industry point 
to a favorable environment for 

insurers. This can be challenging 
to reconcile alongside recent 
firming across the directors 
and officers (D&O) and P&C 
disciplines. If you look more 
closely, you’ll find that the 

$60 billion* in industry profit is 
only part of the story. Here, we 

discuss reserve releases and how 
they influence the headlines of 
performance and profitability.
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From the table below, we see:

 � In 2018, the combined ratio is 3.6% higher when we remove reserve releases from the equation, 
meaning the P&C industry would have reported an underwriting loss. The story is similar 
for 2016, and 2017 looks even more challenging than it already appeared.

 � Workers’ compensation has contributed the most to reserve releases over the past three years 
($3 billion in 2016, $6 billion in 2017 and $7 billion in 2018). This supports the narrative that 
workers’ compensation coverage continues to function as a buyer’s market.

P&C INDUSTRY COMBINED RATIOS FOR COMMERCIAL LINES

Calendar year 
basis

Reserve release 
impact

Accident year 
basis

Calendar year 
excluding WC

Accident year 
excluding WC

2016 98.0% -2.6% 100.6% 98.5% 100.2%

2017 103.4% -3.9% 107.3% 105.9% 107.6%

2018 98.5% -3.6% 102.1% 101.2% 102.3%

Calendar year results represent the full accounting of insurance,  

regardless of when the policy was written. Accident year results remove  

the impact of changes in estimates from prior years thus reflecting results  

from current operations only.

Financial results and market realities

The impact of reserve releases must be examined to assess the true operating performance of 
the industry. When assessing results on an accident year basis, we clearly see that underwriting 
results are challenged. Outside of workers’ compensation, results have been under stress following 
a prolonged negative to flat pricing environment, the increased frequency of catastrophic property 
losses, and loss inflation experienced in liability cases impacting both casualty and management 
liability products. For details on the latest trends Lockton experts are seeing in the P&C 
marketplace, please review the April 2019 Lockton Market Update.

*According to Insurance Information Institute: https://www.iii.org/article/2018-commentary-on-year-end-financial-results.
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https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/lockton-corporate-website/Newsletters/Market_Update-April_2019_FINAL.pdf
https://www.iii.org/article/2018-commentary-on-year-end-financial-results

